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thePhotos by $teve Patriquen Interviews by the Phantom PhotogWhich should the University 

spend more money on, intra-mural 
or varsity sports?
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Nursing 2 Madhav Shanbhag

I would say varsity sport. Our 
gym is not properly equipped for placed on 
many of the games and students anyway so they should spend 
don’t participate in games. on intra-mural activities.

I anft ca! Phys. Ed. 3EE I Ruth DickisonPhys. Ed. 1 John Melanson caChem. PhD 2 Margaret StrangeRoberta MacLean wi
They’re both important and one 

shouldn’t be excluded for the sake 
of the other one.

stiThere’s not much emphasis 
intra-mural sports 

more
l think intra-mural because 

kids get more good out of it
FiIntra-mural.
C<more

rather than spreading the Uni in
versity name. ai
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I’d like to see more spent on the 
intra-mural sports because at the 
present moment funds are lacking 
for intra-mural sports.

For. 1 TiggerWestman Extermination
Post Grad. 1

1 think there’s too much pussy 
footing around. The whole situ
ation’s a cat-tastrophe.

aCS. 3 waiter BezansonPhys. Ed. 4 Hugh FultonPhys. Ed. 4 Krista Rice C
Intra-murals don’t need as much 

as varsity sports because of the 
travelling and 
expenses.

Intra-mural. It gives more 
students a chance to participate 

equipment instead of just the jocks.
I think they should spend the 

same on both.
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DISCRIMINATION AGAINST STUDENTS

Last college year- in the spring of 1974, every tenant in New Brunswick regardless of whether he lived 
in an apartment, a house or a room- excepting those students living in a university residence, was given]

a $30 rent rebate.

Why didn't students in residence get the rebate?

Dan Hurley wants to know " why "? He is committed to winning equal rights for 
students in this and every other area of government influence.

On November 18 remember to vote for the man who cares about YOU- the student.
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VOTE

DAN HURLEY

LIBERAL 
FREDERICTON SOUTH
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